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India's first contact with the 'modem' west was through the prism of colonialism.
The traditional rulers of India were inclined to see the Europeans as new rivals in
the age-old contest for political supremacy that pitted one kingdom against another,
and whom they tried to neutraJise through the time-tested stratagem of political
alliances, sometimes fighting the British and sometimes allying with them. The
Battle of Buxar, fought in 1764, was perhaps the only instance where major Indian
political rivals united against the emerging superpower. That such unity was entirely fortuitous is evident from the fact that there was no united front against the
British either before or after the Battle of Buxar right up to the 'Sepoy Mutiny' of
1857. The rulers of India could not see that the British represented a qualitatively
different and technologically far superior political foe against whom even a united
front would probably have been inadequate. The writing on the wall was clear
from the Battle of Adyar, where a small posse of modem troops easily defeated a
much larger native army. Tipu Sultan alone clearly perceived the true nature of
the new threat and consequently tried to quickly assimilate the new technology
and modemise his administration with French help.
Given this political naivete and strategic ineptitude it is un surprising that the
British adroitly decimated their main political rivals, neutralised the rest through
a series of subsidiary alliances and finally checkmated the nominal Emperor of
India, the affable last Mughal, following the 1857 'Sepoy Mutiny'. As British
power and dominance grew, however, the traditional rulers finally awoke to the
reality of the new colonial regime that was step by step divesting them of their
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age-old trappings of political power. Resistance, such as that of Velu Thampi of
Travancore in 1809, was sporadic, but constituted a permanent background radiation of British Rule, culminating, but by no means terminating with, the Great
Mutiny of 1857. In this context, the Mapilla rebellion of 1921 in the Malabar has
been extensively researched by Prof. Panikkar.
Traditional forms of resistance were doomed to failure because they were backward looking, seeking to revive an order whose time had gone. Fighting to regain
lost 'feudal' power, they had no notion ofIndia and in any case had no answer to
the military, technological and organisational superiority of the West. Even where
attempts were made to induct new western military technology, such as those by
the Marathas and Tipu Sultan, there was no corresponding intellectual 'paradigm
shift' that was essential for success in the renascent world. This was quite evident
when the British army was pitted against mutineers from its own well equipped
army.
Given the long distances between Britain and India, the limited British presence
and the poor state of communications, British Rule in India could not be, and was
not, based on force alone. It was strongly buttressed by the force of ideas. The
intellectual response to British rule was therefore more credible,. for it sought
deeper explanations for the facile dominance of the West over such an old and
great civilisation. It attempted necessary corrections to plug weaknesses in Indian
society so that it could stand up to the new onslaught. It combined a critique of
indigenous society with ideas such as religious universalism, humanism and rationalism, derived from the European Renaissance. This intellectual soul searching
culminated in what is popularly known as the Bengal Renaissance, the subject
matter of both the books.
Amartya Sen has forcefully argued that several features of the European Renaissance could be found in ancient non European societies, such as India. He draws
attention in particular to their contribution to scientific knowledge, the tradition
of skepticism and heterodoxy in ancient India, the cross-cultural awareness of
Al Beruni, and the rationalism of the Charvakas and Akbar. However, it was the
corning together of several such disparate ideas into a new, internally consistent
new paradigm that made the European Renaissance revolutionary. This 'paradigm
shift' is the focus of Subrata Dasgupta's monograph, for the Bengal Renaissance
signaled a cognitive revolution in the minds of Indian intellectuals beginning
from Rammohan Roy. The works of these intellectuals spanned several disciplines,
from indology, theology, literature and religion to science. Collectively, their
ideas marked a paradigm shift in cognition in that these intellectuals were crosscultural and comparative in their thinking and also believed in a basic universalism
despite differences and divergences between western and Indian concepts. These
intellectuals could therefore communicate both with traditional India and the modem west with equal facility. The apotheosis of universalism of the human condition
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best expressed in the work of Rabindranath Tagore. This outlook represents
we normally call modernism and is the enduring legacy of the Bengal Renaisto the making of modem India.
At this point Prof. Panikkar makes a distinction between the hegemony of
onial ideas and globalisation and the pangs of an alternative modernity. It is
clear whether the Bengal Renaissance is synonymous with this alternative
modernity, or whether the Renaissance itself was Janus faced, entwining the vision
of an alternative modernity with colonial ideology. What exactly is colonial ideology or, for that matter, the vision of an alternative modernity? How is colonialism
linked to globalisation? The answers to these questions are not clearly articulated.
If colonial ideology is identical to the domination of imperialist ideas, there
as never a major intellectual stream in Indian society that subscribed to notions
o racial, cultural or religious superiority of the West. This imperialist ideology,
recently described by Amartya Sen as a "'magisterial" view of Indian culture',
as limited to conservative and evangelical elements within Victorian England.
If colonial ideology is seen as the view that British Rule was in India's best interests,
this held sway for a very brief period. The mainstream intellectual view in India
'as to reject imperialism but embrace western civilisation as the modernising
force that would propel India into modernity, through the instrumentality of Britain.
The early nationalists petitioned against the 'Un-British British rule in India' as
y wanted above all for India to be governed by the same rules as Britain. A~ it
became increasingly clear that Britain was unable or unwilling to do so, the antiimperialist movement gathered momentum to the point that Britain found it
impossible or at least too costly to govern India. Even so, both intellectuals and
eaders like Tagore, Nehru and Gandhi, continued to draw a distinction between
estern civilisation, which they admired, and imperial domination, that they rejected. It is in what Amartya Sen has termed the 'exoticist' view of Indian culture,
i essentially spiritual and non-materialist nature in contradistinction to the West,
rhat colonial ideology imbricated Indian nationalism and beyond.
Prof. Panikkar's vision of alternative modernity is even more problematic. It
seems to combine resistance to colonialism, western ideas and indigenous knowge and practices, including homegrown Utopian socialism. It bears the strong
qprnn of the socialist critique of capitalism and markets ('colonial modernity'
Panikkar's terminology) especially since the current relevance of the altera~!'
i:::DIkrni'tyis seen in contradistinction to globalisation, the heir apparent of
rxllb::::ii: =:clderni·ty. But socialism and communism were themselves children of
Ez:~;eac: Renaissance and the French Revolution that underscored 'egalite
'!::I:55:z:::::::O::::~·. usually to the detriment of the third right of man, namely individual
.f~Sll1eaJn western capitalism later assimilated socialist ideas through
0!::::IJc:-:!!cy... If there is any such alternative modernity, its case needs to be
up following the collapse of the Soviet experience and the
'2~:!!is;.~.:lGm:-nnn of even nominally socialist societies such as China and
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Vietnam, which is not even hinted at in the book. The scientific socialism of Karl
Marx now seems to have been hoisted with its own petard of utopian socialism. It
would perhaps be more meaningful to talk of 'Renascent modernity', which has
been an enduring outcome of India's western contact.
The link between colonialism and globalisation is simply considered axiomatic
by Prof. Panikkar. It is true that European colonial expansion in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries accelerated globalisation, measured in terms of crossborder trade and financial flows between developed and undeveloped countries.
It is also true that the waning of imperialism in the first half of the twentieth century was accompanied by a decline in the trend towards globalisation. The growth
of modem Indian industry, particularly textiles, accelerated during the inter-war
period on account of the weakening of imperial communication links. But whereas
globalisation in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries meant a widening of
per capita incomes between imperial countries and the colonies and deindustrialisation, the current spurt in globalisation beginning from the 1970s has
seen a diminishing of this gap, since Asian economies, including India, have far
outperformed developed countries. Indeed, international trade (or globalisation)
has been the engine of growth that has helped Asian economies to rapidly catch
up with the West.
Prof. Panikkar acknowledges that the formation of an alternative modernityor what can be termed renascent modemity=-was a weak and superficial process
that quickly retreated in the face of colonial modernity and religious revivalism
by the beginning of the twentieth century. Why should this have been the case?
Prof. Panikkar is not very forthcoming on this question. Sir Isaiah Berlin in his
celebrated essay on liberty has pointed to two distinct and conflicting notions of
liberty, one positive and the other negative, in the western intellectual tradition.
The positive concept of liberty is collective, manifest in the struggle of communities
seeking to escape from the domination of other communities, and expressed most
strongly in nationalist movements. The negative concept of liberty, most forcefully
articulated by John Stuart Mill, seeks to protect individual will and rights against
the tyranny of both the majority and the State. These two forms of liberty can and
have come into conflict right through history, for individual rights have frequently
been sacrificed at the altar of a so-called collective will.
Thus, those who gave precedence to the reform of society and the repressive
social order, like Jotirao Phule and Babasaheb Ambedkar, tended to ally with the
new masters; those who took it upon themselves to confront the new masters in
the pursuit of liberty tended to overlook, or backtrack from, social reform that expanded individual freedoms. It is not surprising therefore that the Bengal Renaissance, which spawned a large number of voluntary organisations seeking to reform
the caste system, promoted religious universalism, humanism, rationalism and
scientific thought, receded into the intellectual background with the emergence
of Indian nationalism. It was perhaps because the Renaissance did not merge with
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iCl!5:t1::clism that Rabindranath Tagore distanced himself in later years from the
t:.:::Oxamovement, since it was not possible to 'build a political miracle of freedom
.~a:;.:Ol!·quicksand of social slavery'. Social unity and use of religious symbolism,
precedence as mass mobilisation was critical to the nationalist cause.
smprising that the positive, collectivist concept of liberty took firm root
unlike in America where the negative, individualist concept of liberty
.S!::ltJrnitaDasguptaargues that although the cognitive revolution of the nineteenth
c::z:::r_,"" v; as limited to a few intellectuals, they nevertheless constituted a creative
1"":<;:::.gt:rani The implication is that over time this cognitive revolution was transto the wider society. However, even to this day the new cognitive perspective

to a relatively thinly spread urban liberal intelligentsia. Why should
_A _"v c, been the case? One reason has already been cited: the retreat to a col-

"",,-n.-":'-;;r nationalist

ideology. A second reason could be the intensely segmented
of Indian society comprising different castes and social groupings with
~~~I", limited social interaction. Since such barriers break down much faster
ymous urban settings, a possible third reason behind the slow spread of
'==::::!S:~ltmodernity is infrastructural: the slow pace of urbanization-even
today
o~=:a:jcxi1cyof people live in rural areas-and the weak primary education system,
ihe new outlook could spread rapidly. The Bengal Renaissance, and later
~. 3!tK1malmovement, was largely limited to upper class and upper caste intel-:
rc::t=!ls.. Despite Mahatma Gandhi's efforts to bridge social divides, the outcome
-oneering efforts is still limited. Tagore's skepticism regarding basing
:i'::::CAJm on the quicksand of social slavery continues to haunt Independent India
t::::::cgn continuing high levels of mass poverty, deprivation and illiteracy.
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tate had put into place a three-cornered law enforcement structuret::I~c~m:tland
civil courts, the police and prisons. Periodic administrative reviews
r£t"-F';-';'nnctioning sought to impart greater and greater efficiency to these essential
as:::.:csof colonial rule. Madhurima Sen, in her book, Prisons in Colonial Bengal,
J.,OiL~-.I.Y'l9,
catalogues the colonial state's discursive strategies and interlocking
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